We address the multiplicity of solutions to the time-energy canonical commutation relation for a given Hamiltonian. Specifically, we consider a particle spatially confined in a potential free interval, where it is known that two distinct self-adjoint and compact time operators conjugate to the system Hamiltonian exist. The dynamics of the eigenvectors of these operators indicate that different time operators posses distinguishing properties that can unambiguously associate them to specific aspects of the quantum time problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics' role as a fundamental theory of modern physics is illustrated by the fact that Newtonian mechanics is regarded as a limiting case of quantum mechanics. However, discrepancies still exist between Newtonian and quantum mechanics that will weaken any correspondence between them. One of these discrepancies concerns the role of time as a dynamical observable in quantum mechanics. Unlike in Newtonian mechanics, where time's role as a dynamical observable is well-defined, for example, time of arrival is expressed as a function of the state variables position and momentum, the exact nature of time as a dynamical observable in quantum mechanics still remains to be resolved [1] . The problem of determining time's exact role as an observable in quantum mechanics, known as the quantum time problem, has many aspects, one of which involves determining if there exist self-adjoint and Hamiltonian conjugate time operators representing dynamical time observables. Until just recently the answer is in the negative-no self-adjoint and conjugate time operator exists for semibounded Hamiltonians [2- 18, 20] . This belief has been precipitated by Pauli's well-known nonexistence theorem (PT) for such operators [2] .
However, it is now known that a counter example to Pauli's theorem exists. The first has been given by one of us in the form of the quantized free time of arrival expression for a spatially confined particle under certain boundary conditions [21, 22] . The counter example is a class of bounded, compact and self-adjoint operators conjugate to a semibounded and discrete Hamiltonian; these are now known as the confined time of arrival operators [23] [24] [25] . It will later become clear that not only such operators exist but that a given Hamiltonian maybe conjugate to several non-unitary equivalent self-adjoint time operators [26] . For certain Hamiltonians, these self- * Electronic address: rcaballar@nip.upd.edu.ph † Electronic address: eric.galapon@up.edu.ph adjoint time operators are compact so that they posses a bounded, discrete spectrum. However, their compactness presents interpretational problems: What meaning can be attached to such non-covariant operators? How such operators fit into the currently accepted scheme of quantum measurement theory? For the confined time of arrival operators, it is determined that their proper interpretation hinges on the dynamics of the eigenfunctionsthe evolving eigenfunctions assuming specific properties at their respective eigenvalues [23] [24] [25] . This unequivocally demonstrates that such time operators can be meaningful.
In this paper we address the multiplicity of solutions to the time-energy canonical commutation relation for a given Hamiltonian. Specifically, we consider a particle spatially confined in a potential free interval. It is known that two distinct self-adjoint and compact time operators correspond to the Hamiltonian of the system [26] . The overriding question is whether these two time operators can be ascribed distinct physical interpretations. This is important because the existence of multiple time operators corresponding to a given Hamiltonian raises the plausibility of associating the different facets of the quantum time problem-quantum time of arrival, quantum traversal time, quantum tunneling time-to the different time operators of the system. Indeed we will find, at least for the system at hand, that the different time operators posses distinguishing properties that can unambiguously associate them to specific aspects of the quantum time problem.
II. MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS TO THE THE TIME -ENERGY CANONICAL COMMUTATION RELATION
First let us examine the time-energy canonical commutation relation (TE-CCR). Given the Hamiltonian H, with domain D H in the system Hilbert space H, we refer to an operator T, with domain D T in H, as a time operator or a solution to the time-energy canonical commutation relation if there exists a non-trivial subspace D c of the Hilbert space H consisting of elements of both the domains of the Hamiltonian H and the operator T such that for all |ϕ in D c the canonical commutation relation [T, H] |ϕ = i |ϕ or [H, T] |ϕ = i |ϕ holds. A time operator, together with its Hamiltonian, can be characterized as to whether the canonical domain D c is dense or not; in [26] we have referred to a pair as of dense category solution to the CCR if the the canonical domain is dense, otherwise, of closed category.
Now if the relation [T, H] |ϕ = i |ϕ holds, we refer to T as a passage-time-type (PTT) time operator; if instead the relation [H, T] |ϕ = i |ϕ holds, we refer to T as a time-of-arrival-type (TAT) time operator. These designations of the solutions to the TE-CCR are based on the explicit forms of the Poisson brackets which the classical passage time and classical arrival time obey. In particular, in classical mechanics, the explicit form of the Poisson bracket for the classical arrival time, which holds only at t = t 0 , is {H, T A } = 1 where, say, for a free particle with mass µ and position and momentum q 0 and p 0 at the initial instant of time t = t 0 , respectively, the classical time of arrival is T A = −µq 0 p −1 0 . On the other hand, the explicit form of the Poisson bracket for the classical passage time, which holds for all times t, is {H, T P } = −1 where, say, for a free particle with mass µ and position and momentum q and p, taken at an arbitrary time t, T P = µqp −1 is the classical passage time. Note, however, that even though our definitions for the PTT and TAT time operators were inspired by the classical passage time and arrival time, respectively, the exact nature of the relationship between the TE-CCR and the Poisson brackets for the classical passage and arrival time is not yet clear and is beyond the scope of this paper, since the exact nature and role of time in quantum mechanics is not yet clear to date. As a matter of fact, we note that the TE-CCRs considered in this manuscript were constructed without reference to the Poisson brackets. As such, one must bear in mind that the designation of the solutions to the TE-CCR of the form [T, H] |ϕ = i |ϕ and [T, H] |ϕ = −i |ϕ as PTT and TAT time operators do not by any means signify that these explicit forms of the TE-CCR are derived from the Poisson brackets corresponding to the classical passage and arrival times, respectively. Now the difference between a PTT-time operator and a TAT-time operator appears trivial because based on the explicit forms of the TE-CCR which TAT and PTT time operators follow, one can apparently transform one to another by a mere change in sign. A question then is whether one can really discriminate one time operator solution from its negative and from other distinct time operator solutions. That is, is there really a time operator that is intrinsically a PTT or a TAT? Moreover, are there identifying differences between solutions belonging to different categories? We will address these questions by investigating the dynamical behaviors of the eigenvectors of the time operator solutions to the TE-CCR.
III. PHYSICAL SYSTEM IN WHICH THE TE-CCR IS DEFINED
Let us consider, as the physical system in which we define the TE-CCR, a structureless particle with mass µ constrained to move one-dimensionally in a potentialfree segment [−l, l] [23, 24] . We attach the Hilbert space H = L 2 [−l, l] to the system. The Hamiltonian corresponding to the system is assumed to be conservative and is required to be purely kinetic. The former condition requires the Hamiltonian to be self-adjoint and the latter requires the momentum operator to be selfadjoint as well. The self-adjointness of the momentum operator imposes non-vanishing boundary conditions at ±l. This leads to the ring of momentum operators (p γ ϕ)(q) = −i ϕ ′ (q), where 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ π/2, defined on all ϕ(q) in H with square integrable first derivatives and satisfying the boundary condition ϕ(−l) = e −2iγ ϕ(l). Then, for a given γ, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by H γ = p 2 γ /2µ, which is self-adjoint and purely kinetic. The momentum and Hamiltonian operators will then commute, and the spectrum of the Hamiltonian is discrete and semibounded from below. The Hamiltonian and momentum operators will then have as their eigenfunctions ϕ
, while the eigenvalues of the momentum and Hamiltonian operators are p γ,k = (γ + kπ)/l and E γ,k = p 2 k,γ /2µ respectively. In this paper we consider only the non-degenerate case γ = 0, π/2.
IV. A SOLUTION TO THE TE-CCR OF CLOSED CATEGORY
A. The CTOA Operator
One time operator that can be constructed for the system is the confined time of arrival (CTOA) operator [23, 24, 26] . The CTOA-operator can be derived by symmetrically quantizing the classical time of arrival about the origin, t = −µq/p , with q and p replaced by the position and momentum operators, q and p γ , of the confined particle, yielding T 1,γ = −µ(qp γ + p γ q)/2. In position representation, T 1,γ is given by the integral opera-
The kernel is symmetric and square integrable in the
Hence, the CTOA operator is compact and self-adjoint. Furthermore, the CTOA operator is, by construction, a TAT-type solution to the TE-CCR, with canonical domain D c,1 consisting of elements ϕ(q) in the domain of H γ satisfying all of the following conditions:
is not dense because the vector ψ(q) = constant is orthogonal to all vectors of D c,1 . Hence, the CTOA operator is a time operator of closed category.
The compactness of T 1,γ implies that it possesses a complete set of square integrable eigenfunctions with a corresponding discrete spectrum. The unnormalized eigenfunctions are given by
) and the r n 's are the positive solutions of J −3/4 (x)J −1/4 (x) − cot 2 γJ 3/4 (x)J 1/4 (x) = 0, with the sign indicating the sign of the corresponding eigenvalue. The corresponding eigenvalues are given by τ ± n,γ = ±µl 2 /4 r n . (We refer the reader to [23, 24] for a detailed discussion of the CTOAoperator eigenvalue problem.)
B. Physical Interpretation of the CTOA Operator
As was shown via numerical simulations in references [23, 24] , the CTOA-eigenfunctions evolve according to Schrodinger's equation such that the event of the position expectation value assuming the arrival point, and the event of the position uncertainty being minimum occur at the same instant of time equal to their corresponding eigenvalues. Figure 1 shows the behavior of an evolving CTOA-operator eigenfunction, together with the variance of the position operator with time. We have referred to this dynamical behavior of the CTOA-eigenfunctions as unitary arrival at the given arrival point [23, 24] . This observed dynamical behaviors of the eigenfunctions identifies the CTOA-operators as legitimate time of arrival operators, in fact, first time of arrival operators because the eigenvalues are the first times of unitary arrival of the eigenfunctions at the arrival point. As such, one can physically interpret the CTOA operator as an operator whose time -evolved eigenfunctions unitarily arrive at the origin at an instant of time equal to their corresponding eigenvalues. Such an interpretation can be used to formulate a theory of quantum wavefunction collapse on the appearance of a particle, which is detailed in reference [28] .
Having provided a physical interpretation for the CTOA operator in terms of the system's internal unitary dynamics, we now ask the following question: is it possible to interpret the CTOA-operators independent of the concept of time of arrival? The following solution to the TE-CCR will give us an opportunity to answer this question. 
V. A SOLUTION TO THE TE-CCR OF DENSE CATEGORY
A. The Characteristic Time Operator
Now another time operator that can be constructed for the same system is the integral operator (
k (q) are the energy eigenfunctions and the prime indicates that k = k ′ is excluded in the summation. The kernel can be shown to be symmetric, so T 2,γ is symmetric. This operator is referred to as the Characteristic Time Operator (CTO) in [27] , and its properties for arbitrary Hamiltonian is recently studied in [29] . Since the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian satisfy
−2 < ∞, the operator T 2,γ is a HilbertSchmidt operator; since T 2,γ is symmetric it is a compact self-adjoint operator. The CTO is, by construction, a PTT solution to the TE-CCR, with canonical domain consisting of all vectors ψ(q)
No non-zero vector is orthogonal to the canonical domain. Hence, the operator T 2,γ is a time operator of dense category.
Since T 2,γ is compact, it likewise possesses a complete set of eigenvectors belonging to the system Hilbert space, and a discrete spectrum. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of T 2,γ are computed in energy representation, where the Hamiltonian H is the infinite diagonal matrix H kl = E k δ kl , and the time operator T 2,γ is the infinite matrix T k,l = i (E k − E l ) −1 for k = l and T k,k = 0. Due to the compactness of T 2,γ , an approximate solution to the eigenvalue problem for T 2,γ is obtained by truncating its infinite matrix representation, followed by solving the eigenvalue problem for the truncated matrix. We find that the eigenvectors T 2,γ assume the TE-CCR can be distinguished from another solution.
Let us now examine the transition probability between two CTO eigenvectors, P
. , where U ±t is the time evolution operator, and the evolution is forward in time. Figure 3 summarizes the results of our analysis. 
will have a single narrow peak, with the tip of that peak reaching almost to 1, signifying that the transition of the time evolved CTO eigenfunction U t ψ + n,γ to the CTO eigenfunction U t ψ + n ′ ,γ will have a high probability of occuring. One would also obtain similar results if one is to examine the transition probability P
, where the evolution is backward in time and the CTO eigenfunctions correspond to negative eigenvalues τ
These results can then be used to formulate the following physical interpretation of the CTO: it is a time operator whose time evolved eigenfunctions have a very high probability of making transitions to other CTO eigenfunctions at an instant of time equal to the difference between their corresponding eigenvalues, provided that the eigenvalues have the same sign and that the difference between the corresponding eigenvalues asymptot- ically approaches zero. This physical interpretation of the CTO implies that one can use the CTO eigenstates as quantum clock states. However, a full investigation into the use of the CTO eigenstates as quantum clock states is beyond the scope of this paper and will be left for future consideration. Let us now address the question of interpreting the CTOA operator in terms of the transition of its time evolved eigenfunctions to other CTOA eigenfunctions. As shown in Figure 4 , no matter the direction in which the CTOA eigenfunctions are evolved over time, and whether or not the CTOA eigenfunctions correspond to positive or negative eigenvalues, they will not make transitions to other CTOA eigenfunctions at the instant of time t = τ ± n ′ ,γ − τ ± n,γ (as evidenced by the plot in figure  4 .C). Furthermore, figures 4.A and 4.B signify that no matter the direction of the time evolution, transitions between time evolved CTOA eigenfunctions to other CTOA eigenfunctions will have a small probability of occuring. This implies that transitions by time evolved CTOA eigenfunctions to other CTOA eigenfunctions are distinct from transitions by time evolved CTO eigenfunctions to other CTO eigenfunctions, so the CTOA operator cannot be interpreted in terms of the transition probabilities of its time evolved eigenfunctions, thus directly answering the question we raised at the end of section 4 of this paper. This further implies that even if the sign of the CTOA operator T 1,γ were changed (that is, if we define an operator T ′ 1,γ = −T 1,γ ), thus formally transforming the TAT type operator T 1,γ to a PTT type operator, the time evolved eigenfunctions of T ′ 1,γ will still not make transitions to other eigenfunctions of T ′ 1,γ at an instant of time equal to the difference between their corresponding eigenvalues. Hence, with respect to their dynamics, the CTOA operator is distinct from the CTO, even if mathematical transformations are performed, formally transforming the CTOA operator into a PTT time operator.
VI. INTRINSIC PTT AND TAT TIME OPERATORS
The results presented in the preceding sections show that the dynamical behavior of the CTOA operator and the CTO are distinct from each other and correspond to the expected dynamical behavior for a TAT and PTT time operator, since the dynamics of a TAT time operator correspond to some form of arrival at a given instant of time while the dynamics of a PTT time operator corresponds to the passage of a given interval of time. We have also seen that even if the sign of the CTOA operator and CTO were changed, the dynamical behavior of the resulting operator is not the same as the dynamical behavior of the CTOA and the CTO, respectively. These findings then signify that the CTOA operator and the CTO are intrinsically TAT and PTT time operators, respectively.
These results imply that changing the sign of a TAT or PTT time operator will not transform it into a PTT or TAT time operator, contrary to what one expects when, based on the explicit forms of the TE-CCR that TAT and PTT time operators obey, one changes the sign of a TAT or PTT time operator. This also implies that the seemingly trivial mathematical difference between TAT and PTT time operators due to the difference in sign of the TE-CCR which they obey is not so trivial after all, since the mathematical difference in sign masks a fundamental physical difference between TAT and PTT time operators.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have shown in this paper that it is possible to differentiate between multiple solutions to the TE-CCR, and at the same time provide unique physical interpretations of these solutions to the TE-CCR, using the internal unitary dynamics of the system, thus directly answering in the affirmative the question of whether there are identifying differences between solutions belonging to different categories, which we raised in section 2. This is significant since the work shows that multiple solutions to the TE-CCR can exist, and each one is physically different from the others. Previous works on the TE-CCR have focused more on determining the mathematical form of the solution to the TE-CCR given the Hamiltonian corresponding to the system via quantization of a known classical time observable without regard to the physical consequences or physical interpretation of the existence of such a quantum observable [14, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [41] [42] [43] . In these works, what is only being considered is whether the solution to the TE-CCR is self -adjoint and canonically conjugate to the Hamiltonian, or canonically conjugate to the Hamiltonian and covariant. On the other hand, there are treatments of time as a quantum mechanical observable which focuses less on the observable satisfying the TE-CCR and more on the physical content of the quantum time observable by considering the physical system in which the quantum time observable is defined, and constructing a quantum time observable for that system in terms of other quantum time observables, such as energy [30, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . This paper then provides a bridge between the two approaches to the treatment of time as a quantum mechanical observable: it shows that one can determine a quantum time observable by first determining whether it is a solution to the TE-CCR, then using the system's internal unitary dynamics to determine the physical significance and physical content of that observable.
We have also shown in this paper that there are time operators that are intrinsically PTT or TAT time operators by virtue of their dynamical behavior, and we have also shown that seemingly trivial mathematical differences between PTT and TAT time operators actually disguise profound physical differences between these two types of time operators. This finding is significant since it shows that one cannot just construct a quantum time operator and call it either a PTT or TAT time operator simply by quanitizing a known classical time observable or by simply solving the TE-CCR or even by simply transforming one type of time operator mathematically into the other. As shown in this paper, one has to determine the dynamical behavior of a given time operator in order to properly classify it as either a PTT or TAT time operator.
Furthermore, this work shows that different solutions to the TE-CCR correspond to different aspects of time in quantum mechanics. For instance, the CTOA operator is appropriate for describing the arrival time of quantum particles, and the CTO is appropriate for describing quantum clock states which mark off time via quantum transitions, due to the dynamics of their corresponding eigenfunctions. Generalizing these results, we then say that multiple solutions to the TE-CCR are reflective of the multifaceted nature of time. A solution to the TE-CCR cannot then simply be considered a time operator; one has to consider in what sense is it a time operator. As was shown in this work, both the CTO and the CTOA operators are time operators in the sense that both satisfy the TE-CCR; however, both are different from each other in the sense that they have different physical interpretations with respect to the system's internal unitary dynamics. This then implies that one cannot arbitrarily assign a physical interpretation to a given solution to the TE-CCR, no matter the physical system in which it is constructed.
Most importantly, however, these results hint at a heretofore unsuspected link between time as a quantum mechanical observable and the internal unitary dynamics of the system. This link arises as a consequence of solutions to the TE-CCR being interpreted in terms of the system's internal unitary dynamics. The exact nature of that relationship can only be made clear if we undertake a closer look not just at the role of time in quantum mechanics, but at the foundations of quantum mechanics itself.
